CONFERENCE REPORTS

[Editor's Note: This column will provide summaries of major conferences that might be of interest
to IALL members. Highlights of some of the more
interesting speakers and/or presentations, perspectives on trends in hardware, software, or professional directions, and overall impressions of the
conference will help those of us who can't attend
learn from those who do. If you are planning to
attend such a conference, plan also to take notes
and to prepare a brief summary for this column.
We intend to appoint an editor for this column as
well. If you are interested, please contact me.]

AECT Annual Conference
by Connie Bakker, University of
Wisconsin-Madison
The theme for conference planning in the
'90's will be the coming new century. AECf' s
firstconventionofthedecade,heldinAnaheim
January 30- February 3, was no exception as
it proclaimed Preparing for 2001: Learners
in a Global Society." Thousands of educators
involved in media gathered for five days of
sessions, exhibits and social activities. The
convention opened with futurist Christopher
Dede, who shared his vision for an increasingly intelligent computer-driven media that
would transform education. Most attendees
had no trouble joining in on opinionated discussions generated by Chris Whittle, founder
of "Channel One" news program, and his
plan to broadcast news specifically for teenswith commercials. Friday's general session
featured a fascinating presentation and demonstration of Cyberspace, an interactive system that actually allows the user to enter the
computer environment by using special
goggles and gloves to "walk through" the
images shown on the screen. Developed by
NASA, this process is being adapted for
educational use.
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In between general sessions, convention
goers were faced with a seemingly endless
number of sessions on a variety of issues and
techniques in media use today. If at any time
one could not find a session of interest, then
themammothexhibitfloorcould occupy hours
of one's time. Dazzling displays of video
equipment seemed to abound, while those
with especially keen eyesight gathered to
watch the annual "shoot out'' as video products went head-to-head in demonstrations.

This was my second AECI' convention
and I immediately noticed one major difference. Last year, one of my tasks was to search
for an on-line system for reserving our audio
visual equipment. The pickings were slim
and I returned with little to share. This year,
that had all changed. At least half a dozen
vendors were displaying systems for booking
media, equipment, rooms, and even people.
Most allowed for inter-related files so entering the information one place put the information in all files and then, if needed, warned
of conflicts. The most expensive models even
allowed for the direct transfer of files from
existing circulation systems. Similarly, session after session offered the perspective of
those who had developed in-house reservation systems.
On the social side of things, over 50 receptions and social events, including the traditional ECI' Foundation Fundraiser and the
traditional "Rap-up" ball, offered innumerable opportunities to meet colleagues. Add
California's balmy weather and, as a Midwesterner, I had the perfect combination for a
action-packed, thought-provoking, and funfilled winter break. For those interested, next
year it's on to Orlando where "Go for the
Magic" will draw enthusiastic participants to
another AECT convention.
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